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Abstract: Translation is a kind of skill involving a process of rendering meaning, ideas or 

messages of a text from one language to another language. Sri Lanka is a multilingual country 

where Sinhala and Tamil languages are recognized as national and official languages and 

English is a link language. Converting Sri Lanka into a bilingual country is essential to make 

reconciliation and implement all important official decisions. Sri Lanka is a multilingual 

country however; it is not in a position to offer satisfactory service in both languages mostly it 

does in Sinhala. Further, government institutions in Sri Lanka do not have sufficient translation 

service in Tamil language. Therefore, the main concern of this study is to understand the 

official languages policy by ensuring a better effective and efficient translation service to the 

institution by establishing an enabling environment that facilitates proper implementation of 

official languages policy. The study will analyse the challenges encountered by the researcher 

comparing the source text “uy iNd jd¾;dj r;af;dg m%dfoaYsh iNdj 2018 foieïn¾ 
udih’’ with target text “nghJr; rig mwpf;if brk;gu; khjk; 2018”. Comparative and 

descriptive analyses are applied by the researcher in order to investigate the problems 

encountered during the translation process and how the challenges are met by applying 

appropriate techniques, strategies and guidelines. Finally, this study will provide guidance to 

the students of translation studies and official document translators. 
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Introduction: Language is fundamental to human communication and it is a key marker of 

identity of a person. Languages are significant to peace reconciliation and unity in a multiple 

society like Sri Lanka. In present contemporary social, economic, and political practice 

everywhere, language goes much beyond its basic applicable scopes. In this regard Sri Lanka 

is no exception. Sub section 12(2) of section 12 of Chapter III of the 1978 Constitution of Sri 

Lanka clearly states that “No citizen shall be discriminated against on the grounds of race, 

religion, language, caste, sex, political opinions, place of birth or any such grounds”.  

In this context, this is a crucial time to seriously consider the political developmental position 

of language in imagining the future of the country. Tamils have been living with Sinhalese for 

many centuries but, the Tamil language was not given its due place. The second mistake was 

that the government allowed the standard of English language to deteriorate in our educational 

system. Every person should have the opportunity to learn English as a life skill, but in Sri 

Lanka trilingual policy is essential one. It is not an isolated policy but an internal part of overall 

strategy to transform Sri Lanka into a morally, economically, and globally successful country. 

Therefore, language skills constitute an important aspect of transforming our country into a 

knowledge hub in the Asian region. Since the establishment of the Official Language 

Commission oratory commitment to confirm Tamil language rights notwithstanding practical 

implementation has been entirely lacking. Sri Lanka has a multiracial society. Translation 

between three official languages is very important in a Sri Lanka. Nowadays, translation plays 

a vital role in bringing together the society by improving the understanding among the people. 

In my point of view, translation is the activity of interpreting the meaning of a text in one 

language, the source text, the production, in another, target language, of an equivalent text, the 

target text or translation. Translation between Sinhala and Tamil is very desirable, especially 
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in the current context to develop a good relation between the two main cultural groups of Sri 

Lanka. In Sri Lanka there are many kinds of materials that need to be prepared in all three 

official languages.   

The main concern of this study is to investigate the linguistic problems regarding the translation 

of official documents from Sinhala to Tamil based on the monthly minutes of Pradhesiya 

Sabha, Rattota. Such translations should be carried out according to a scheduled process and it 

requires strict precision to keep one and only proper meaning of the original. Minutes is an 

administrative necessity and the most official form of communicating the works of an 

institution and narrating certain events in broadly presentable manner. This text provides 

reliable date which can be used in the planning and decision making process, therefore the 

translation must ensure fidelity to the original in the process of translation. 

 

Importance of the study: Rattota is a town located in Matale District, Central Province, Sri 

Lanka. It is a Sinhala-speaking majority area with a significant number of Tamil-speaking 

minority presences. Though a multi ethnic region, the Rattota Pradhesiya Sabha is not in a 

position to offer full-fledged services in Tamil as it does in Sinhala. The Pradhesiya Sabha 

serves a Sinhala majority population. All correspondence carried out by the institution is in 

Sinhala. The majority of local representatives on the Pradhesiya Sabha, including its chairman, 

is Sinhala- speaking. Further, almost the entire staff of the Pradhesiya Sabha office is Sinhala 

speakers and the working language is Sinhala.   There are only 4 Tamil speaking public 

representatives in the office. They are able to communicate in Sinhala or they use 

intermediaries. However, they are expecting the documents related to the office with Tamil 

translation. Most Tamil speakers who come to the office for various reasons can present their 

case in Sinhala. All the documents in the office are in Sinhala and despite a majority of 

representatives being from Tamil- speaking background no demands have been received for 

these to be made available in Tamil or for other services to be provided in Tamil. If someone 

who cannot converse in Sinhala, they come to the office accompanied by someone who can. 

Alternatively, the office itself finds someone who can interpret for them. As in Pradhesiya 

Sabha informal systems are becoming institutionalized in a context where the official 

languages legislation has not been put into practice with any degree of seriousness. Therefore, 

it is also found that nobody in the Pradhesiya sabha office had an understanding of the specific 

requirements of the official languages policy. 

Limitations of the study 

1. The study covers only the monthly minutes of the institution, not any other documents 

related to the institution. 

2. Certain documents which could shed light on the background of the issue were not 

accessible so that their confidentiality, institutional practices and security purposes 

could not be ascertained. 

3. Difficulties appeared in finding equivalents and structuring the style of writing. This 

created the challenge of ensuring the accuracy of the translation. 

4. Factors such as text style, terminology, morphological features, grammatical structures 

and constructions used syntax, communications strategies and overall stylistic features 

created challenges in translation. 

Data Analysis 

 

Sentence Structure 
Sentence structure is the way its words are arranged in. Every language has a particular 

sentence structure and each uses a specific combination of independent and dependent clauses 
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to help make sure that one’s sentences are strong, informational and most importantly they 

make sense. 

In this study structural differences between Sinhala and Tamil languages are taken into account. 

Sinhala and Tamil languages have same sentence structure which is (SVO) subject-object-verb. 

Therefore translation between Sinhala and Tamil is not much difficult.However, the different 

sentence structures like compound and complex sentences have created some problems to the 

translator to connect the content of the sentence. 
  

Standard sentence structure 
The source text is written in passive form. The passive voice is used when a person wants to 

emphasize the action and object of a sentence rather than subject.In minutes writing passive 

phrases are very useful when we want to avoid identifying somebody. 

Due to the passive form, it makes the writing worthy, standard and it can be easily understood 

by the readers. When translating this kind of writings the translator must try to convey the 

source text meaning exactly in the passive form of target language to give worth and standard 

to the translation to achieve the basic purpose of the translation. 

Terminologies of minutes 
Terminology is a general word for the group of specialised words or meanings relating to a 

particular field. For a successful minutes translation it is necessary to be acquainted with the 

meeting minutes’ terminologies related minutes of meeting in both source language and target 

language.  

The following terms are mostly used in the source text and its translation 

  Table 1 – Terminologies of minutes 

 

 

 

  

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dealing with Designations 

A designation is a description, name, or title that is given to someone or something. There are 

a lot of designation of persons’ used in the source text to mention status, occupation and title 

of a person. When we translate designation of a person we have to use specific accepted term 

to mention the title of a person. 

         Table 2 – Designation Reference 

persons’ designation in source text persons’ designation in target text 

iNdm;s jiytu; 
m%dfoaYsh iNd uka;S% gpuNjr rig cWg;gpdu; 
f,alï nrayhsu; 
mß.Kl ls%hdldr fzpdp ,af;Fdu; 
l<uKdlrK iyldr Kfhikj;Jt cjtpahsu; 
ld¾hd, ld¾h iyldr mYtyf cjtpahsu; 
ßhÿre rhujp 
wdodykd.dr ls%hdlre jfdr;rhiy ,af;Fdu; 

terminologies in Source text terminologies in target text 

kHdh m;%h epfo;r;rp epuy; 
fhdackd lrñ gpNuupf;fpd;Nwd; 
iaÒr lrñ MNkhjpf;fpd;Nwd; 
iïu; úh Vw;Wf;nfhs;sg;gl;ld 
talu;slj Vfkdjhf 
úfYaI ksfõok tpNrl mwptpj;jy;fs; 
bÈßm;a lsÍu Kd;itj;jy; 
fhdackd gpNuuizfs; 
m%ldI lrk ,§ njuptpf;fg;gl;ld 
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fi!LH lïlre Rfhjhu Copau; 
uqrlre fhtyhsp 

 

 Dealing with Honorific title. 
An honorific title or way of talking is used to show respect or honour to someone in formal 

situation. In Sinhala language it is almost all the time compulsory for the speaker or writer to 

observe the importance of the subject and the object of the sentences. Sinhalese use a vast 

collection of honorifics to use male gender and female gender specifically. However, in Tamil 

language we cannot see these honorific titles which separate male gender and female gender. 

We use one common honorific title for both genders. This issue created some challenges in the 

translation process. In the present study the researcher observed the following honorific titles. 

There is no honorific title for female gender in Tamil. We use common honorific title for both 

genders in Tamil. Therefore the translator omitted the female gender honorific terms which is 

used in the source text and applied common honorific for both gender in the target text as 

follow: 

    Table 3 – Honorific titles 
 

Sinhala (from the source text) Tamil language 

Male Gender  Female Gender Male Gender  Female Gender 

uka;S%;=ud uka;S%;=ñh cWg;gpdu; 
f,alï;=ud f,alï;=ñh nrayhsu; 
lS%hdlre lS%hdldßŒh ,af;Fdu; 
flduidßia;=ud flduidßia;=ñh MSdu; 

 

 

Dealing with foreign words 
Due to the linguistic borrowing languages are changed. The influence of loan words effect on 

the phonology, morphology, syntax and semantics of a language. When we consider the history 

of Sinhala, mainly Sanskrit, Pali, Tamil Dutch, Portuguese and English have contributed many 

loan words in Sinhala. Spoken Sinhala has made less or no restrictions in this regard. Further 

literary Sinhala tends to avoid using direct loan words by finding substitutes for them from 

another donor language. Bilingual native speakers of Sinhala adopt these loan words 

differently. Following loan words are identified in the study. The researcher encountered 

barriers to retaining the equivalent meaning in the target language. 

However, in Tamil also we use these terms in our everyday life but in written form of Tamil 

we use standard terms instead of loan words. 

In the source text there are some paragraphs which contain speeches of Pradhesiya Sabha 

members they have used loan words while they speak. However in Tamil translation the 

researcher used standard terms. 

   Table 4 –Foreign words 

Sinhala word English word Tamil word 

bxÔfkare Engineer nghwpapayhsu; 
.eiÜ Gazette tu;j;jkhdp  
fr.=,dis Regulation Rw;Wep&gk; 
jjqp¾ voucher cWjpr;rPl;L 
ì,a Bill gw;Wr;rPl;L 
gexls Tank jhq;fp 
ISÜ seat Mrdk; 
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Dealing with common words in Sinhala and Tamil. 
There are a lot of common words shared between Tamil and Sinhala. Study through the source 

text the researcher has identified many common lexicons which are used among the people of 

Sinhala and Tamil however, there is a little different in such word’s pronunciation. They are 

considered as borrowed from Tamil language. Sinhalese use these words in their daily routine.

    Table 5 – Common words in Sinhala and Tamil 
 

Sinhala words 

(From the 

source text) 

Tamil word 

Sinhala words 

(From the source 

text) 

Tamil word 

iïnkaoj rk;ge;jk; NdIdj ghi\ 
l=,sh $yp fla;,h Nfj;jy; 
fiajdj Nrit ldrHd,h fhupahyak; 
N+ñh G+kp Yd,dj rhiy 

wdodhï Mjhak; bvu ,lk; 
   

Dealing with Sanskrit words. 
Sinhala language is blessed with the vast number of words in Sanskrit. Sinhala people use 

Sanskrit words unconsciously in their general communication. Tamil language also influenced 

by Sanskrit. Anyhow the use of Sanskrit words in written and spoken form is very rare in Tamil. 

In this study the translator has found some Sanskrit words which brought some challenges 

during the translation process. However the researcher has selected standard Tamil form to 

covey the meaning. 

    Table 6 – Sanskrit words in Sinhala 

Sanskrit words Sinhala word Tamil form 

Njh\k; fodaYh NfhshW 
k`h uy nghJ 
`pe;J yskaÿ ,e;J 
Mau;Ntjk; wdhq¾fõo Mau;Ntjk; 
];jhdk; ia:dk ,lk; 

    

Dealing with multiple equivalence 

Generally, a translation equivalent is a corresponding word or expression in another. 

Translation equivalence is the similarity between a word in one language and its translation in 

another language. This similarity results from overlapping range of references.   

Further, a word of a source text has different equivalents in target language. It is the translator’s 

duty to select appropriate word according to the text type and concept. 

In the present study the translator has found more than two equivalents for a word of the source 

text. However, the researcher applied relevant term according to the text type and purpose of 

the text. 

  Table 7 – Multiple equivalence in target language 

 

Source Language 

term 
Target Language equivalents 

 option 1 option 2 

mlaI úmlaI fl;rp>vjpu; MSk;>vjpu; 
miq.sh jd¾;dj Kd;ida mwpf;if fle;j mwpf;if 
weia;fïka;=j Fj;Jkjpg;G kjpg;gPL 
ld¾ñ lfodaYh  njhopy;El;g Njh\k; njhopy;El;g NfhshW 
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úNd. kvqjla tof;F guPl;ir  tof;F tprhuiz 
fhdckdj Nahrid gpNuuiz 
fmr mdi, Kd; ghlrihiy Muk;g ghlrhiy 
li, l<uKdlrKh   Fg;ig Kfhikj;Jtk;  fopT Kfhikj;Jtk; 
fy<fndcQka y, Njrpa czT epiyak; mk;khr;rp 
wdldrh Kiw tpjk; 
ldrH uKav,h fhupahya FO mYtyf Fohk; 

   

When considering the above table there are two equivalents options in target language for a 

word in the source text. However the minute is an academic style of writing we have to apply 

standard equivalents in target language. The researcher selected option 2 in the table for the 

translation so that gives standard structure worthy to the translation.   

Dealing with numerical values. 
In Tamil language we use number before a word or a noun, but in Sinhala language they use 

numbers after a word or a noun. When dealing with translation of numerical values a translator 

must be very familiar with different numerical methods applied in different language. 

    Table 8 – Numerical reference 
 

Numerical values in source 

language 

Numerical values in target 

language 

wlalr ½ ½ Vf;fu; 
udi 6 6 khjq;fs; 
wjqreÿ 6 6 tUlq;fs;  

mqia;ld, 4 4 E}yfq;fs; 

uq,a <udúh ixj¾Ok uOHia:dk 2 2 Kd;gs;sp mgptpUj;jp kj;jpa 
epiyaq;fs; 

 

Representing person’s name. 
A name can be broken down into three parts name, middle name, family name or surname. The 

name and middle name are usually given at birth while the surname depends upon a person’s 

parents and the surnames used to change only due to factors like religious, marital status etc.  

Generally a name first followed by surname. In some situations there is a trend of writing the 

name with initials in the middle for a lady it would be ideally her  name followed by her 

surname, adding initials is subjective. The changes depend according to the married women 

with or without husband’s name. 

However in Sinhala language surname followed by the name and the title of the name always 

come at the end, but in Tamil we write title of the name first and name followed by the surname. 

   Table 9 – Representing person’s name 

English form Tamil form (TT) Sinhala form (ST) 

Mr.A.S.P.Savior jpU.V.v];.gP.Nrtpau; 
ta'tia'mS'fiaúh¾ 
uy;d 

Mrs.K.G.Chandrani  jpUkjp.Nf.[P.re;jpuhzp 
fla'Ô'pkaÞd‚ 
uy;añh 

Priest.Monk.Dhamasidhi kjFU.Njuu;.jk;krpj;jp mQcH'Oïuisoaê ysñ 

Miss.D.N.Rathnayake nry;tp.B.vd;.uj;jpdhaf;f ã'tka'r;akdhl 
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Dealing with affiliates 

An affiliate is a word phrase which is connected with words. It is a combination of two words. 

It forms a close connection with another word which emphasizes the same meaning.  

The source text contained some affiliates which are:  

  Table 10 – Affiliates of Sinhala and Tamil 

Source Text Target Text 

bvïlvï epyk; 

fmd;am;a Gj;jfq;fs; 

lÿlr kiyaf gpuNjrk; 

ÿjdorejka rpWtu;fs;>Foe;ijfs; 

mqj;amka gj;jpupf;if 

   

Conclusion: In this global world translation plays a significant role in conveying messages 

from one language to another. Translators transfer information from one language to another 

language in order to make a successful communication. For a successful communication 

translators must overcome all the problems which they will face during the translation process 

because translation is the matter of mixing two cultures, two languages therefore translators 

need to know grammar, terminologies, general knowledge, common sense, and strategies for 

appropriate translation. The study title ‘Observations on the Linguistic issues of Translating 

Official Documents in Local Government Institutions – Based on minutes of Pradhesiya 

Sabha, Rattota’ has been analysed. The study focused in ground of “A minutes provides 

reliable data which can be used in planning and decision making process, therefore translation 

must maintain fidelity to the original in the process of official documents translation” as a 

hypothesis. Hypothesis has been proved through the analysis part. In translation of official 

documents the translator must pay more attention to the fidelity of source text. This study 

focused of translating minutes of a government institution as an official document from Sinhala 

to Tamil. This minutes is very helpful tool for recording activities, planning and decision 

making purposes. Therefore the translator must give more priority to the source text and the 

target text must be faithful to the original. There is no room for emotions and ambiguity in 

official document translation. It has extensive meaning in short text. 
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